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Abstract—Emerging sensing applications create an unprecedented need for energy efficiency in programmable processors. To achieve useful multi-year deployments on a small battery or energy harvester, these applications must avoid off-device communication and instead process most data locally. Recent work has proven coarse-grained reconfigurable arrays (CGRAs) as a promising architecture for this domain. Unfortunately, nearly all prior CGRAs support only computations with simple control flow and no memory aliasing (e.g., affine inner loops), causing an Amdahl efficiency bottleneck as non-trivial fractions of programs must run on an inefficient von Neumann core.

RipTide is a co-designed compiler and CGRA architecture that achieves both high programmability and extreme energy efficiency, eliminating this bottleneck. RipTide provides these primitives without tagged tokens to save energy; this requires careful ordering analysis in the compiler to guarantee correctness. RipTide further saves energy and area by offloading most control operations into its programmable on-chip network, where they can re-use existing network switches. RipTide’s compiler is implemented in LLVM, and its hardware is synthesized in Intel 22FFL. RipTide compiles applications written in C while saving 25% energy v. the state-of-the-art energy-minimal CGRA and 6.6× energy v. a von Neumann core.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in machine learning, sensor devices, and embedded systems open the door to a wide range of sensing applications, such as civil-infrastructure or wilderness monitoring, public safety and security, medical devices, and chip-scale satellites [86]. To achieve long (e.g., 5+ year) deployment lifetimes, these applications rely on on-device processing to limit off-device communication. Computing at the extreme edge calls for ultra-low-power (<1 mW), energy-minimal, and programmable processing [29].

Why programmable? The need for extreme energy efficiency suggests a role for application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs), but ASICs come with several major disadvantages. Computations in smart sensing applications are diverse, spanning deep learning, signal processing, compression, encoding, decryption, planning, control, and symbolic reasoning [28]. Only a programmable solution can support all of these, as it is infeasible to build an ASIC for every conceivable task [45, 78]. Moreover, the rapid pace of change in these applications (e.g., due to new machine learning algorithms [41]) puts specialized hardware at risk of premature obsolescence, especially in a multi-year deployment [78]. Finally, by targeting all computations, programmable designs can achieve much greater scale than specialized designs — perhaps trillions of devices [81]. Scale reduces device cost, makes advanced manufacturing nodes economically viable, and mitigates carbon footprint [34].

Unfortunately, traditional programmable cores are very inefficient, typically spending only 5% to 10% of their energy on useful work [27, 30, 39]. The architect’s challenge is thus to reconcile generality and efficiency.

CGRAs are both programmable and efficient. Recent work has shown that coarse-grained reconfigurable arrays (CGRAs) can achieve energy efficiency competitive with ASICs while remaining programmable by software [27, 66, 97]. As shown in Fig. 1, a CGRA is an array of processing elements (PEs) connected by an on-chip network (NoC). CGRAs are programmed by mapping a computation’s dataflow onto the array, i.e., by assigning operations to PEs and configuring the NoC to route values between dependent operations. Computing at the extreme edge calls for ultra-low-power (<1 mW), energy-minimal, and programmable processing [29].
Neumann architectures, specifically instruction fetch/control and data buffering in a centralized register file.

In the context of ultra-low-power sensing applications, SNAFU [27] is a CGRA-generation framework designed from the ground up to minimize energy, in contrast to prior, performance-focused CGRAs (Sec. II). SNAFU CGRAs reduce energy by \(5 \times\) ultra-low-power von Neumann cores, and they come within \(3\times\) of ASIC energy efficiency.

**What’s the problem?** Amdahl’s Law tells us that to achieve significant end-to-end benefits, CGRAs must benefit the vast majority of program execution. CGRAs must support a wide variety of program patterns at minimal programmer effort, and they must provide a complete compiler and hardware stack that makes it easy to convert arbitrary application code to an efficient CGRA configuration. Unfortunately, prior CGRAs struggle to support common programming idioms efficiently, leaving significant energy savings on the table.

On the hardware side, many prior CGRAs support only simple, regular control flow, e.g., inner loops with streaming memory accesses and no data-dependent control [27,64,74]. To support complex control flow and maximize performance, other CGRAs employ expensive hardware mechanisms, e.g., associative tags to distinguish loop iterations, large buffers to avoid deadlock, and dynamic NoC routing [61,70,83,93]. In either case, energy is wasted: from extra instructions needed to implement control flow unsupported by the CGRA fabric, or from inefficiency in the CGRA microarchitecture itself.

On the compiler side, mapping large computations onto a CGRA fabric is a perennial challenge. Heuristic compilation methods often fail to find a valid mapping [62,73], and optimization-based methods lead to prohibitively long compilation times [13,62]. Moreover, computations with irregular control flow are significantly more challenging to compile due to their large number of control operations, which significantly increase the size of the dataflow graph. To avoid these issues, SNAFU requires hand-coded vector assembly, restricting programs to primitives that map well onto a CGRA. Vector assembly sidesteps irregular control, but makes programming cumbersome [27,64,101].

**RipTide’s Approach and Contributions**

RipTide is a co-designed CGRA compiler and architecture that supports arbitrary control flow and memory access patterns without expensive hardware mechanisms. Unlike prior low-power CGRAs, **RipTide can execute arbitrary code**, limited only by fabric size and routing. **RipTide saves energy by offloading more code onto the CGRA**, where it executes with an order-of-magnitude less energy than a von Neumann core. In particular, RipTide supports deeply nested loops with data-dependent control flow and aliasing memory accesses, as commonly found in, e.g., sparse linear algebra. These benefits are realized via the following contributions:

**RipTide's instruction set architecture supports complex control while minimizing energy.** RipTide adopts a steering control paradigm [11,24,83], in which values are only routed to where they are actually needed. To support arbitrary nested control without tags, RipTide introduces new control-flow primitives, such as the **carry gate**, which selects between tokens from inner and outer loops. RipTide also optimizes the common case by introducing operators for common programming idioms, such as its **stream generator** that generates an affine sequence for, e.g., streaming memory accesses.

**RipTide's (almost) free lunch: offloading control flow into the on-chip network.** RipTide implements its new control flow primitives without wasting energy or PEs by leveraging existing NoC switches. The insight is that a NoC switch already contains essentially all of the logic needed for steering control flow, and, with a few trivial additions, it can implement a wide range of control primitives. Mapping control-flow into the NoC frees PEs for arithmetic and memory operations, so that RipTide can support deeply nested loops with complex control flow on a small CGRA fabric.

**RipTide compiles C programs to an efficient CGRA configuration.** RipTide is easy to program: it compiles functions written in a high-level language (currently, C) and employs novel analyses to safely parallelize operations. We observe that, with steering control flow and no program counter, conventional transitive reduction analysis fails to enforce all memory orderings, so we introduce **path-sensitive transitive reduction** to infer orderings correctly. RipTide implements arbitrary control flow without associative tags by enforcing strict ordering among values, leveraging its new control operators. RipTide maps programs onto the CGRA by formulating place-and-route as a SAT instance or integer linear program. The SAT formulation finds configurations quickly (<3 min), while the ILP formulation yields configurations that use 4.3% less energy.

**Summary of results.** We implement a complete RipTide system in RTL and synthesize it in Intel 22FFL, an industrial sub-28nm FinFET process with compiled memories. Including core and memory, RipTide’s area is just \(\approx 0.5\)mm\(^2\). Across ten benchmarks, ranging from linear algebra to graph search, RipTide reduces energy by 25% v. SNAFU, the state-of-the-art energy-minimal design, and improves performance by 17% (Fig. 2). At nominal voltage with random inputs, RipTide achieves 180 MOPS/mW (including main memory) on dnn.
RipTide consumes just 2.4× more energy than equivalent ASICs for dnn, sort, and fft, and RipTide achieves these benefits on software written in C.

We identify several methodological challenges in measuring CGRA efficiency. The choice of metric can skew reported efficiency by more than 10× — e.g., RipTide achieves 1970 fabric MIPS/mW on dnn, which is often reported as MOPS/mW in prior work. Surveying prior work, we find that RipTide is 2.4× more energy-efficient than prior, performance-oriented CGRAs with comparable data [89,97].

Finally, we compare RipTide to off-the-shelf ULP systems on end-to-end neural network inference. RipTide consumes 1900× less energy than an TI MSP430, 490× less energy than an ARM Cortex-M3, and 6.5× less energy than our own energy-minimal scalar core — and RipTide is 7.7× faster.

**Broader implications on architecture.** We perform an in-depth case study of dnn, comparing RipTide to an ASIC implemented in the same design flow. RipTide is competitive on energy and performance, but consumes significantly more area than the ASIC. ASICs thus offer an area advantage over CGRAs, but this advantage disappears in SoC designs with a large number of ASIC blocks. Given the large advantages gained by software programmability, we argue that energy-minimal CGRAs like RipTide have a compelling edge over ASICs for the majority of computations.

**Road map.** Sec. II covers background, and Sec. III gives an overview of RipTide. Secs. IV, V, and VI present RipTide’s architecture, compiler, and microarchitecture, respectively. Secs. VII and VIII evaluate RipTide, and Sec. IX concludes by discussing RipTide’s broader implications.

II. BACKGROUND

RipTide is motivated by emerging energy-constrained sensing applications. CGRAs avoid inefficiencies of von Neumann cores, but prior CGRAs have limited programmability or efficiency. This section motivates RipTide’s contributions in the context of prior work.

A. Context: Computing at the extreme edge

Long-lived, sensor-based applications (e.g., wilderness monitoring, public safety, tiny satellites) [23,52] run on batteries or harvested energy and are often inaccessible once deployed. These energy sources impose a tight design constraint; e.g., an amortized power budget of 65 μW with a AA battery over five years. Given the high energy cost of off-device communication, sensor devices should process data locally to capitalize on their limited energy [29].

On-device compute efficiency thus has a significant impact on device value, but unfortunately existing architectures fail to meet the needs of these applications. Application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) offer high compute efficiency, but are too inflexible for most long-lived, energy-constrained applications because they cannot adapt as applications change [79]. Moreover, ASIC efficiency comes at a high, upfront cost in design, verification, and manufacturing, limiting their applicability to a few stable workloads.

Alternatively, programmable cores offer flexibility, but burn most energy (upwards of 90%) on instruction fetch, pipeline control, and register-file access. Luckily, this inefficiency is not fundamental. Real programs have abundant instruction and data locality that von Neumann cores exploit poorly, as instructions share an execution pipeline and communicate through a register file. Exploiting this locality is the key to reconciling efficiency and programmability.

B. CGRAs can dramatically improve efficiency

CGRAs accelerate singly nested irregular loops through a ratiochronous clocking scheme. Despite this added support, most CGRAs to support outer loops with low utilization or loop iterations. For this reason, it does not make sense for CGRAs to support outer loops with low utilization or irregular loops and memory accesses that require expensive hardware to maintain performance. Resources are better spent on unrolling regular inner loops to improve performance.

Revel [98] and ultra-elastic CGRAs [89] stand out from prior work in recognizing and partially addressing these limitations (Table I). Revel [98] supports outer loops with a hybrid architecture that maps tight inner loops to a systolic array and outer loops to a tagged-token dataflow fabric. Ultra-elastic CGRAS [89] accelerate singly nested irregular loops through a ratiochronous clocking scheme. Despite this added support, these designs are still limited to a subset of common program idioms and target a different, performance-oriented domain than RipTide.
Table I: Qualitative comparison of RipTide to prior work. RipTide’s goal is to minimize energy by executing entire functions on the CGRA fabric. To achieve this, RipTide supports arbitrary control flow and irregular memory access, whereas prior CGRAs are limited to affine loops or a subset of common program idioms. RipTide compiles lightly annotated C to an efficient CGRA configuration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goal</strong></td>
<td>Performance / Area</td>
<td>Performance or Energy</td>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Power</strong></td>
<td>100s mW</td>
<td>10s mW</td>
<td>1000s mW</td>
<td>&lt;1 mW</td>
<td>&lt;1 mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Target</strong></td>
<td>Imperfectly nested loops</td>
<td>Irregular inner loops</td>
<td>Arbitrary programs</td>
<td>Affine inner loops</td>
<td>Arbitrary functions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Code changes</strong></td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Exemplar program:

```
void foo (...) {
#pragma dataflow
for (i = 0..n) {...
    #pragma config ...
    #pragma stream
    #pragma dataflow
    for (j = i..n) {
        ...
        void foo (...) {
            for (i = 0..n) {
                ...
                for (i = 0..n) {
                    ...
                    void foo {int * a, b} {
                        while (!q.empty()) {
                            n = q.pop()
                        }
                        void foo (...) {
                            for (i = 0..n) {
                                ...
                                for (i = 0..n) {
                                    ...
                                    RipTide void foo {
                                        int * restrict a, b;
                                        while (!q.empty()) {
                                            n = q.pop()
                                        }
                                        void foo (...) {
                                            for (i = 0..n) {
                                                ...
                                                if (n[i][j] == 0) {
                                                    a[i] = ... ...
                                                }
                                            }
                                        }
                                    }
                                }
                            }
                        }
                    }
                }
            }
        }
    }
}
```

Relevance to RipTide: Energy is our goal, not performance.

RipTide is designed to minimize energy. Many choices in RipTide only make sense in this context. Extreme efficiency requires offloading as much of programs as possible onto the CGRA. Tricks like loop unrolling do not save energy; in fact, they can cost energy by running more instructions on the core (e.g., for outer loops or setup).

Hence, energy-minimal CGRAs need to support arbitrary control flow and memory access patterns, but they must do so while maintaining high energy efficiency. This means they cannot afford expensive microarchitectural mechanisms or significantly increase program size. RipTide reconciles these conflicting goals by offloading most control operations to its NoC, where they reuse existing circuitry, do not consume scarce PE resources, and avoid expensive buffering.

SNAFU [27] is a recent framework for generating energy-minimal CGRAs. SNAFU adopts many microarchitectural techniques to save energy, but requires vector assembly and is thus limited to simple control flow (Table I). RipTide targets the same domain and uses SNAFU as its baseline design.

D. Dynamic dataflow architectures

Closely related to CGRAs are classic dynamic dataflow architectures. These designs also express programs as a dataflow graph of dependent operations, but, unlike CGRAs, are designed as a replacement for cores, not a co-processor. They thus support arbitrary, complex control and, to support large programs, they store the dataflow graph in memory and execute it on a shared execution pipeline [24, 61, 70, 83]. In this respect, they resemble von Neumann cores, and unfortunately lose much of the energy benefits of CGRAs’ spatial distribution.

Some dataflow architectures have combined spatial and temporal execution [57, 71, 76, 83, 93–95] (see, e.g., Wavescalar in Table I). These performance-oriented designs require expensive microarchitectural mechanisms to maintain performance with highly variable memory latency (e.g., associative tag matching due to operand re-ordering, or large on-chip buffers to hide latency with memory-level parallelism).

Relevance to RipTide: Balancing generality and efficiency.

RipTide also targets arbitrary code written in high-level languages. But to maintain energy efficiency, RipTide spatially distributes instructions and avoids expensive microarchitectural mechanisms. In particular, RipTide employs ordered-dataflow scheduling, which tolerates variable latency and also avoids tag matching by disallowing out-of-order execution so that inputs are always matched on arrival. Ordered dataflow potentially loses performance v. out-of-order execution, but, again, RipTide focuses on energy. (Regardless, the performance loss is small at ULP scale because main memory fits in a single cycle.)

Moreover, like other dataflow architectures [10, 24, 33, 57, 65, 83], RipTide adopts a steering control paradigm (φ−1), where values are routed only to dependent operations. Steering minimizes energy because values are only sent where they are actually needed, unlike predication or selection (φ) control used in some CGRAs [27, 76]. However, since loop iterations may take different paths through control flow, steering risks token re-ordering, which would lead to incorrect results in RipTide’s ordered-dataflow model. RipTide’s compiler guarantees correct ordering by inserting ordering operations where necessary.

E. Dimensions of CGRA architecture

There are many dimensions of CGRA architecture that affect energy efficiency, throughput, and programmability. RipTide is carefully designed along each dimension to reduce energy and maximize programmability.

Programming interface. CGRAs can be programmed in many different ways. Some [20, 27] expose low-level interfaces that require expert knowledge. Others [74] develop domain-specific languages [82] that simplify compilation and the architecture, but also limit the scope of supported applications. Still others [83] take a more general-purpose approach, compiling from languages originally developed for CPUs. RipTide takes this approach to maximize programmability. We choose to compile from C because C is popular in embedded applications.

PE type(s). CGRAs offer a wide range of design choices, including PE operation set, PE complexity, and NoC. A CGRA’s PEs typically support arithmetic, logic, memory accesses, or
more specialized functionality [17–19, 27, 75, 92, 97, 100]. PEs may be homogeneous or heterogeneous; the latter is more area- and energy-efficient, but creates a combinatorially large design space [7]. RipTide is a heterogeneous design, with PEs specialized for arithmetic and memory. One could view RipTide’s programmable NoC routers as specialized PEs that support only control operations.

**Mapping is hard.** Like hardware synthesis, a CGRA compiler must find a layout of operations that fits within fabric resources with valid routes between all producers and consumers. In a performance-focused CGRA, the compiler must also reason about timing to maximize utilization and minimize initiation interval [5, 6, 22, 36, 43, 44, 50, 51, 69, 99, 102]. This analysis is further complicated by control flow (e.g., branches) and operations with variable latencies (e.g., loads). With such a large search space, optimization-based methods often do not converge in a reasonable time [63, 67] and heuristic approaches can yield poor results.

RipTide’s focus on energy also helps with mapping. Non-heuristic methods like SAT and integer linear programming (ILP) are feasible in RipTide because its compiler need not reason about timing or utilization, greatly simplifying mapping. RipTide can also offload control-flow operations to its NoC, freeing up scarce PEs for the mapper to use for other operations.

**CGRa memory-ordering model.** A CGRA design must ensure correct memory-operation ordering. Some CGRAs and dataflow designs enforce total memory ordering or intra-thread ordering [83, 93], and work on optimized ordering has been limited to small, acyclic DFGs with help from hardware disambiguation [90]. RipTide’s compiler uses a new path-sensitive ordering graph reduction analysis that reduces ordering overheads for arbitrary cyclic DFGs and ensures correctness in RipTide’s execution model.

### III. RipTide Overview

RipTide is a compiler and microarchitecture for ultra-low-power, energy-minimal CGRAs. At its core is an ISA (Sec. IV) that supports arbitrary control flow without expensive associative tag matching. The compiler (Sec. V) transforms programs written in high-level C into dataflow graphs using this ISA. It also enforces memory ordering and optimizes programs by fusing loop induction variables into single stream operators. RipTide’s CGRA fabric efficiently executes compiled programs (Sec. VI). It minimizes switching activity by assigning a single operation per PE. Additionally, it reuses hardware in the NoC to implement control-flow operations without wasting PE resources. RipTide improves energy efficiency / performance by 25% / 17% v. prior energy-minimal CGRAs [27] and by 6.6× / 6.2× v. a ULP scalar core.

### IV. RipTide Instruction Set Architecture

RipTide provides a rich set of control-flow operators to support complex programs. Its ISA, shown in Table II, has six categories of operators: arithmetic, multiplier, memory, control flow, synchronization, and streams. (Multiplication is split from other arithmetic because, to save area, only some PEs can perform multiplication.) We now highlight the control-flow, synchronization, and stream operators.

#### A. Control-flow operators

RipTide’s operators are illustrated in Fig. 3. Whenever a value is read, it is implied that the operator waits until a valid token arrives for that value over the NoC. Tokens are buffered at the inputs if they are not consumed or discarded.

**Steer.** Steers (ϕ⁻¹) come in two flavors — True and False — and take two inputs: a decision, D, and a data input, A. If D matches the flavor, then the gate passes A through; otherwise, A is discarded. Steers are necessary to implement conditional execution, as they gate the inputs to disabled branches.

**Carry.** Carry represents a loop-carried dependency and takes a decision, D, and two data values, A and B. Carry has the internal state machine shown in Fig. 3. In the Initial state, it waits for A, and then passes it through and transitions to the Block state. While in Block, if D is True, the operator passes through B. It transitions back to Initial when D is False, and begins waiting for the next A value (if not already buffered at the input).

CARRY

Carry operators keep tokens ordered in loops, eliminating the need to tag tokens. All backedges are routed through a carry operator in RipTide. By not consuming A while in Block, carry operators prevent outer loops from spawning a new inner-loop instance before the previous one has finished. (Iterations from one inner-loop may be pipelined if they are independent, but entire instances of the inner loop will be serialized.)

**Invariant.** The invariant operator is a slight variation of carry. It represents a loop invariant and can be implemented as a carry with a self-edge back to B. Invariants are used to generate a new loop-invariant token for each loop iteration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table II: RipTide’s instruction set architecture (ISA).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Operator(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic binary ops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiply, clip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loop, Memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Select, carry, invariant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merge, order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stream</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Figure 3: Semantics of control-flow operators in RipTide.
B. Synchronization operators

Merge. The merge operator enforces cross-iteration ordering by making sure that tokens from different loop iterations appear in the same order, regardless of the control path taken within by each loop iteration. The operator takes three inputs: a decider, D, and two data inputs, A and B. Merge is essentially a mux that passes through either A or B, depending on D. But note that only the value passed through is consumed.

Order. The order operator is used to enforce memory ordering by guaranteeing that multiple preceding operations have executed. It takes two inputs, A and B, and fires as soon as both arrive, passing B through.

C. Stream operators

Streams generate a sequence of data values, which are produced by evaluating an affine function across a range of inputs. These operators are used in loops governed by affine induction variables. A stream takes three inputs: start, step, and bound. It initially sets its internal \( \text{idx} \) to start, and then begins iterating a specified arithmetic operator \( f \) as \( \text{idx}' = f(\text{idx}, \text{step}) \).

A stream operator produces two output tokens per iteration: \( \text{idx} \) itself, and a control signal \( \text{last} \). \( \text{last} \) is False until \( \text{idx} \) reaches bound, whereupon it is True and the stream stops iterating. \( \text{last} \) is used by downstream control logic to, e.g., control a carry operator for outer loops.

V. RipTide Compiler

RipTide compiles, optimizes, and maps high-level C code to RipTide’s CGRA fabric. Its compiler has a frontend, middle-end, and backend. The frontend uses clang to compile C to LLVM’s intermediate representation (IR). The middle-end manipulates the LLVM IR to insert control-flow operators from Sec. IV and enforce memory ordering; then it translates the IR to a dataflow graph (DFG) representation and optimizes the DFG by transforming and fusing subgraphs, reducing operator count by 27% (Fig. 4). The backend takes the DFG as input and maps operators onto the CGRA, producing a configuration bitstream in minutes.

A. Memory-ordering analysis

RipTide maps sequential code onto a CGRA fabric in which many operations, including memory, may execute in parallel. For correctness, some memory operations must execute in a particular order. RipTide’s middle-end computes required orderings between memory operations present in the IR and adds control-flow operations to enforce those orderings.

Constructing a memory-operation ordering graph. The first step to enforcing memory ordering is to construct an ordering graph (OG) that encodes dependences between memory operations. RipTide analyses the CFG to identify dependences between memory operations present in the IR and adds control-flow operations to enforce those orderings.

Pruning the ordering graph. The OG as computed can be greatly simplified. Prior work has simplified the OG with improved alias analysis [38] and by leveraging new control-flow primitives [12,54]. These efforts are orthogonal to RipTide. RipTide simplifies the OG by eliminating redundant ordering arcs that are already enforced by data and control dependences. RipTide finds data dependences by walking LLVM’s definition-use (def-use) chain from source to destination and removes ordering arcs for dependent operations [90]. For instance, example’s CFG from Fig. 4, \( S2 \) is data-dependent on \( L1 \), so there need not be an ordering arc in the OG. This is reflected in the blue-outlined arc from \( L1 \) to \( S2 \) that is pruned in the OG in Fig. 5. Similarly, control dependences order some memory operations if the execution of the destination is control-dependent on the source. RipTide analyzes the CFG to identify control dependences between memory operations and removes

Figure 4: RipTide’s frontend and middle-end components. The frontend compiles C code to LLVM-IR using clang. The middle-end produces an optimized dataflow graph (DFG) that enforces memory ordering and RipTide’s control paradigm.
Sink to 

Table II) to enforce memory ordering. For example, an ordering graph (OG) that is iteratively pruned and reduced. Transitive memory-ordering analysis. Two dependent memory operations are transitively ordered if there is a path (of ordering arcs) in the OG from source to destination. RipTide finds an eliminates redundant arcs that are transitively ordered by other control- and data-dependence orderings. This reduces the number of operations required to enforce ordering by 18% v. unoptimized ordering.

To simplify its OG, RipTide uses transitive reduction (TR) [3], which prior work deployed to simplify ordering relation graphs for parallel execution of loops [54, 55]. We apply TR to the OG, which converts a (potentially cyclic) ordering graph into an acyclic graph of strongly connected components (the SCCDAG). Traditional TR eliminates arcs between SCCs, removes all arcs within each SCC, and adds arcs to each SCC to form a simple cycle through all vertices.

We modify the algorithm in two ways to make it work for RipTide’s OG. First, arcs in the inserted cycle must be compatible with program order instead of being arbitrary. Second, the inserted arcs must respect proper loop nesting, avoiding arcs directly from the inner to the outer loop. To handle these arcs, we add synthetic loop entry and exit nodes to each loop (shown as src and sink nodes at the bottom of Fig. 5). Any arc inserted that links an inner loop node to an outer loop node instead uses the inner loop’s exit as its destination. Symmetrically, an arc inserted that links an outer loop node to an inner loop node has the inner loop’s entry as its destination. With these two changes, the SCCDAG is usable for TR.

However, we observe that applying existing TR analysis to the OG in RipTide fails to preserve required ordering operations. The problem is that a source and destination may be ordered along one (transitive) path, and ordering along another (direct) path may be removed as redundant. Execution along the transitive path enforces ordering, but along the direct path does not, which is incorrect. Fig. 5 shows a scenario where path-sensitivity is critical. The path, SCC3(S2)→SCC1(L0), should not be eliminated in TR because the alternative path, SCC3(S2)→SCC2(L1)→SCC1(L0), does not capture the direct control-flow path from S2 to L0 via the backedge of the loop. This problem arises due to RipTide’s steering control and lack of a program counter to order memory operations.

To correctly apply TR to remove redundant ordering arcs, RipTide introduces path-sensitive TR, which confirms that a transitive ordering path subsumes all possible control-flow paths before removing any ordering arc from the OG. With this constraint in place, RipTide can safely use transitive reduction.

Enforcing ordering constraints. Memory operators in RipTide produce a control token on completion and can optionally consume a control token (dep in Table II) to enforce memory ordering. The middle-end encodes ordering arcs as defs and uses of data values in the IR (as seen in the IR transform of loads and stores in Fig. 4) before lowering them as dependences in the DFG. For a memory operator that must receive multiple control signals, the middle-end inserts order operations (Sec. IV) to consolidate those signals.

B. Control-flow operator insertion

The compiler lowers its IR to use RipTide’s control paradigm by inserting RipTide control-flow operators into the DFG.

Steer. The compiler uses the control dependence graph (CDG) [16] to insert steers. For each consumer of a value, the compiler walks the CDG from the producer to the consumer and inserts a steer operator at each node along the CDG traversal if it has not already been inserted by a different traversal. The steer’s control input is the decider of the basic block that the steer depends on, and its data input is the value or the output of an earlier inserted steer.

Carry and invariant. For loops, the compiler inserts a carry operator for loop-carried dependences and an invariant operator for loop-invariant values into the loop header. A carry’s data input comes from the loop backedge that produces the value. An invariant’s data input comes from values defined outside the loop. These operators should produce a token only if the next iteration of the loop is certain to execute; to ensure this behavior, the compiler sets their control signal to the decider of the block at the loop exit.

Merge. If two iterations of a loop may take different control-flow paths that converge at a single join point in the loop body, either may produce a token to the join point first. But for correctness, the one from the earlier iteration must produce the first token. The compiler inserts a merge operator at a join point in the CFG to ensure that tokens flow to the join point in iteration order. The control signal D for the merge operator is the decider of nearest common dominator of the join point’s predecessor basic blocks. Since the earlier iteration sends its control signal first and RipTide does not reorder tokens, the merge operator effectively blocks the later iteration until the earlier iteration resolves.
C. Stream fusion

RipTide performs target-specific operator fusion on the DFG to reduce required operations and routes by combining value stream generators with loop control logic and address computation logic. RipTide supports streams and applies them for the common case of a loop with an affine loop governing induction variable (LGIV). A stream makes loop logic efficient by fusing the LGIV update and the loop exit condition into a single operator. In the DFG, loop iteration logic is represented by the exit condition, an update operator, the carry for the LGIV’s value, and the steer that gates the LGIV in a loop iteration. The middle-end fuses these operators into a single stream operator and sets the stream’s initial, step, and bound values. Fig. 4 shows stream compilation, where the operators for loop iteration logic (outlined in blue in the DFG) are fused into a stream operator. RipTide applies induction-variable analysis [2, 4] to find affine LGIVs. RipTide also identifies address computations, maps these to an affine stream if possible, and fuses the stream into the memory operator.

D. Mapping DFGs to hardware

RipTide’s backend takes a DFG and a CGRA topology description and generates scalar code to invoke RipTide and a bitstream to configure the RipTide fabric. This involves finding a mapping of DFG nodes and edges to PEs, control-flow modules (Sec. VI-D), and links. Mapping can be difficult, and there is much prior work on heuristic methods that trade mapping quality for compilation speed [6, 36, 37, 43, 44, 50, 51, 99, 102]. RipTide has two advantages v. this prior work. First, RipTide does not time-multiplex operations, so it only needs to schedule operations in space, not time. Prior compilers unroll loops to reason about operation timing and identify the initiation interval, increasing program size. Second, RipTide targets energy efficiency, not performance. Rather than optimize for initiation interval, it need only focus on finding a valid solution, since leakage is insignificant.

RipTide provides two complementary mappers: one based on boolean satisfiability (SAT) and another based on integer linear programming (ILP) that minimizes the average routing distance. The SAT-based mapper runs quickly, taking < 3 min for our most complex benchmark, whereas the ILP-based mapper yields 4.3% avg. energy savings v. SAT (Sec. VIII-C).

Problem description. The constraints of the ILP and SAT formulations are similar (see Appendix A for a complete, formal description). The formulations ensure that every DFG vertex is mapped to a hardware node, that every edge is mapped to a continuous route of hardware links, and that the inputs and outputs of a vertex match the incoming and outgoing links of a hardware node. They further disallow the mapping of multiple DFG vertices to a single hardware node, the sharing of hardware links by multiple edges with different source vertices, and the mapping of a DFG edge through a control-flow module when a DFG vertex is mapped to that module. Together these are the necessary constraints to produce not only a valid mapping, but also a good mapping (SAT is close to ILP in terms of energy).

VI. RipTide Microarchitecture

RipTide is an energy-minimal coarse-grained reconfigurable array (Fig. 6). The 6×6 fabric contains heterogeneous PEs connected via a bufferless, 2D-torus NoC. A complete RipTide system contains a CGRA fabric, a RISC-V scalar core, and a 256KB (8×32KB banks) SRAM main memory.

A. Tagless dataflow scheduling

RipTide implements asynchronous dataflow firing via ordered dataflow (Sec. II). By adding ordering operators where control may diverge, RipTide ensures that tokens always match on arrival at a PE, obviating the need for tags. Tagless, asynchronous firing has a low hardware cost (one bit per input plus control logic), and it lets RipTide tolerate variable operation latency (e.g., due to bank conflicts) while eliminating the need for the compiler to reason about operation timing.

B. Processing elements

RipTide’s PEs perform all arithmetic and memory operations in the fabric. Fig. 7 shows the microarchitecture of a PE. The PE includes a functional unit (FU) and the μcore. The μcore interfaces with the NoC, buffers output values, and interfaces with top-level fabric control for PE configuration.
**Functional units.** The µcore exposes a generic interface using a latency-insensitive ready/valid protocol to make it easy to add new operators. Inputs arrive on in_data when in_valid is high, and are consumed when fu_ready is high. The FU reserves space in the output channel by raising fu_alloc (e.g., for pipelined, multi-cycle operations), and output arrives on fu_data when fu_valid is high. out_ready supplies back pressure from downstream PEs. The remaining signals deal with top-level configuration and control.

**Communication.** The µcore decouples NoC communication from FU computation. The µcore tracks which inputs are valid, raises backpressure on input ports when its FU is not ready, buffers intermediate results in output channels, and sends results over the NoC. Decoupling simplifies the FU.

**Configuration.** The µcore handles PE and FU configuration, storing configuration state in a two-entry configuration cache that enables single-cycle reconfiguration. Additionally, the µcore enables the fabric to overlap reconfiguration of some PEs while others finish computation on an old configuration.

**PE types.** RipTide includes a heterogeneous set of PEs:
- **Memory PE s** issue loads and stores to memory and have a “row buffer” that coalesces non-aliasing subword loads.
- **Arithmetic PE s** implement basic ALU operations, e.g., compare, bitwise logic, add, subtract, shift, etc.
- **Multiplier PE s** implement multiply, multiply + shift, multiply + fixed-point clip, and multiply + accumulate.
- **Control-flow PE s** implement steer, invariant, carry, merge, and order (Sec. IV) — but most of these are actually implemented in RipTide’s NoC (see below).
- **Stream PE s** implement common affine iterators (Sec. IV).

**C. Bufferless NoC**

RipTide connects PEs via a statically configured, multi-hop, bufferless on-chip network with routers. Instead of buffering values in the NoC, PEs buffer values in their output channel. NoC buffers are a primary energy sink in prior CGRAs [27,42], and RipTide completely eliminates them. Similarly, RipTide’s NoC is statically routed to eliminate routing look-up tables and flow-control mechanisms.

**D. Control flow in the NoC**

Control-flow operators are simple to implement (often a single multiplexer), but there are many of them. Mapping each to a PE wastes energy and area, and can make mapping to the CGRA infeasible. Among our ten benchmarks, 46% of operations are control flow, and eight benchmarks do not map if each control-flow operator requires a dedicated PE.

We observe that much of the logic required to implement control flow is already plentiful in the NoC. Each NoC switch is a crossbar that can be re-purposed to mux values for control. Thus, to implement each control-flow operator, RipTide manipulates a switch’s routing and ready/valid signals to provide the desired functionality.

RipTide’s router microarchitecture is shown in Fig. 8. The router shares routing configuration and its data and valid crossbars with the baseline NoC. RipTide adds a control-flow module (CFM) at a configurable number of output ports (in our case, two output ports). The CFM determines when to send data to the output port and manipulates inputs to the data switch to select which data is sent.

**Control-flow module.** The CFM takes eight inputs and produces five outputs that control router configuration and dataflow through the network. The inputs are:
- **cfg:** configuration of the CFM (i.e., opcode);
- **A_valid, B_valid, D_valid:** whether inputs are valid;
- **D:** value of the decider;
- **A_cxn and B_cxn:** input ports for A and B; and
- **noc_ready:** backpressure signal from the output port.

From this, the CFM produces outputs:
- **A_ready, B_ready, and D_ready:** upstream backpressure signals that allow the CFM to block upstream producers until all signals required are valid;
- **noc_valid:** the valid signal for the CF’s output; and
- **cxn:** which port (A_cxn or B_cxn) to route to the output port on the data switch.

**Supported operations.** The CFM can be configured for routing or for the control operators in Sec. IV. Routing, e.g., out = A, is simple: just set cxn = A_cxn, noc_valid = A_valid, and A_ready = noc_ready.

Other operators are more involved, but each requires only a small state machine. Fig. 9 is pseudocode for steer and carry operators (Sec. IV). A steer forwards A if D is true; otherwise, it discards A. To implement steer, the CFM waits for A and D to be valid. If D is true, then noc_valid is raised, and the noc_ready signal propagates upstream to A and D and the CFM waits for noc_ready, i.e., for the value to be consumed. If D is false, then noc_valid is kept low, and A_ready and D_ready are raised to discard these tokens.

Carry is more complicated. Carry begins in Initial state, waiting for a valid A token. It forwards the token and transitions

```
1  cxn = A_cxn
2  forever:
3    A_ready = D_ready = 0
4    if A_valid && D_valid: # wait for A and D
5      if D is true, pass through A;
6      if else discard A
7      noc_valid = D
8      A_ready = B_ready = noc_ready || 10
9    if D: wait for noc_ready

(a) Steer (True flavor).
```

```
1  forever:
2    # begin in Initial state
3    if A_valid:
4      cxn = A_cxn
5      noc_valid = A_valid
6      D_ready = A_ready = noc_ready
7      B_ready = xxx # don't care
8    wait for noc_ready
9    # transition to Block state
10   do until D_valid && 10:
11     cxn = B_cxn
12     noc_valid = B_valid
13     D_ready = B_ready = noc_ready
14     A_ready = False # hold A at input
15     wait for noc_ready

(b) Carry.
```

Figure 9: Implementing control flow using NoC control signals.
to Blocked state, where it forwards B until it sees a false D token. See the pseudocode in Fig. 9b for details.

**Control flow in the NoC adds small hardware overheads.** Implementing control flow in the NoC is far more energy- and area-efficient than in a PE, saving an estimated 40% energy and 22% area v. CGRA with all CF operations mapped to PEs (All PEs in Fig. 16). The CFM deals only with narrow control signals and the 1b decider value D. It does not need to touch full data signals at all; these are left to the pre-existing data switch. Importantly, this means that the CFM adds no data buffers. Instead, the CFM simply raises the _s_ready signals to park values in the upstream output channels until they are no longer needed.

By contrast, implementing control flow in a PE requires full data-width muxes and, if an entire PE is dedicated to control, an output channel to hold the results. Nevertheless, RipTide is sometimes forced to allocate a PE for control flow. Specifically, if a control-flow operator takes a software-supplied value or a constant other than -1, 0, or 1, it requires μcore support.

**Buffering of decider values.** The CFM provides a small amount of buffering for decider values. This is because loop deciders often have high fanout, which means that the next iteration of a loop is likely blocked by one or more downstream consumers. To remove this limitation, RipTide provides a small amount of downstream buffering for 1b decider signals, improving performance with minimal impact on area. The CFM uses run-length encoding to buffer up to eight decider values with just 3b of additional state, yielding up to 3.8× performance (on dmm) at an area of cost of <1%.

**VII. Experimental Methodology**

We evaluate a complete RipTide system: the compiler built using LLVM and the microarchitecture fully implemented in RTL in Intel 22FFL, an industrial, sub-28nm FinFET process.

**Compiler.** RipTide’s compiler passes extend LLVM 12.0 [48] and we compile workloads with ~2x to optimize code size. RipTide’s compiler middle-end uses LLVM’s flow-insensitive alias analyses for memory ordering. We evaluate both RipTide’s SAT and ILP mappers (see Sec. V-D), but unless otherwise specified we use the ILP mapper. The ILP mapper uses CVXPY [25] and Gurobi 9.5 [35]. The SAT mapper uses CaDiCal [9] to rewrite and simplify the problem’s clauses and then uses a new parallel SAT solver, developed concurrently and based on YalSAT [8], to find a valid mapping.

**Hardware.** RipTide is implemented completely in RTL, including the 6×6 CGRA, RISC-V (RV32EMC) scalar core, and 256KB SRAM main memory. We use Cadence Xcellium to verify correctness and measure performance. We synthesize RipTide using Cadence Genus and a high-threshold-voltage FinFET PDK with compiled memories. To estimate power, we simulate full benchmarks post-synthesis and use Cadence Joules to estimate power from annotated switching activities.

**Baselines.** The evaluation compares to several baselines—scalar, vector, SNAFU, and three ASICs—also implemented entirely in RTL, using the same design flow. All baselines and RipTide use the same scalar core and main memory. The scalar baseline is a simple, six-stage microcontroller. The vector baseline adds a single-lane co-processor [30]. SNAFU is the state-of-the-art energy-minimal CGRA.

**Benchmarks.** We evaluate ten workloads important to the ULP domain on random inputs. For the vector baseline, we vectorized all code by hand (except dfs, which does not vectorize well). SNAFU uses the vectorized code to generate its bitstreams. For RipTide, we compile and run the plain C implementation of each benchmark. The exceptions are sort, for which we use merge sort on the scalar core and radix sort for RipTide (because it maps entirely onto the fabric), and dmm, for which, where explicitly noted, we tune its C implementation to maximize efficiency by unrolling loops to align memory accesses with memory banks.

**VIII. Evaluation**

We evaluate RipTide to show that it is easy to program in a high-level language and uses 25% less energy than the state-of-the-art energy-minimal design, while improving performance by 17% on average and up to 2.5×. Moreover, control flow in the NoC is essential for large workloads and reduces energy by up to 2.3×.

**A. Main results**

RipTide compiles high-level code to its fabric. RipTide compiles, schedules, and runs ten applications on its 6×6 fabric. For all but fft, RipTide offloads the entire benchmark onto the fabric, including outer loops. For fft, a 6×6 fabric does not have enough arithmetic or multiplier PEs, so we split fft into two separate functions. Finally, RipTide maps and runs dfs, which is not possible for the vector and SNAFU baselines (×s in the figures).

RipTide saves energy. Fig. 10 presents energy of the scalar, vector, SNAFU, and ASICs normalized to RipTide. RipTide reduces energy by 6.6× v. scalar, 3.1× v. vector, and 25% v. SNAFU. RipTide uses less energy across the board. Fig. 10 breaks energy into memory, scalar, vector/CGRA, and CGRA NoC. RipTide saves energy v. scalar and vector because it does not fetch instructions, re-uses its configuration across many inputs, and forwards operands directly from producers to consumers. RipTide uses less energy than SNAFU by reducing scalar computation: RipTide runs outer loops on the fabric, but SNAFU runs them on the scalar core. RipTide’s scalar core fetches 86% fewer instructions than SNAFU’s, eliminating pipeline control, register-file access, and instruction fetch — as seen by RipTide’s lower memory energy in Fig. 10.

The only benchmark for which memory energy increases v. SNAFU is fft. SNAFU uses scratchpads in the fabric for fft, which reduces main memory energy. Even without scratchpads, RipTide shows an overall energy reduction. (RipTide currently lacks a programming interface for scratchpads, but can easily support them in hardware.)

sconv shows how control-flow costs in RipTide move from scalar core to the fabric (e.g., steer, carry). While RipTide
reduces scalar energy, it adds fabric energy (v. SNAFU) to support outer loops. Scalar execution is a small fraction of overall energy for sconv, so RipTide provides no benefit on this benchmark. Moreover, comparing fabric energy for SNAFU and RipTide on sconv shows that RipTide’s microarchitectural additions cost little energy.

**RipTide runs C programs with near-ASIC efficiency.** Fig. 10 also compares RipTide to hand-coded, fixed-function ASICs for dmm, sort, and fft. RipTide uses 2.4× more energy on average than the ASICs while compiling programs directly from C. RipTide compares especially favorably to dmm, using 46% more energy. The data show that the cost of RipTide’s programmability is low.

**RipTide is faster than prior energy-minimal CGRAs.** Fig. 11 shows performance normalized to scalar. RipTide is 6.2×, 3.4×, and 17% faster than scalar, vector, and SNAFU. RipTide does especially well on bfs, with a 2.5× speedup v. SNAFU. The benefit comes from RipTide’s ability to run bfs’s irregular outer loop on the fabric, whereas SNAFU is bottlenecked on the scalar core because its fabric runs only inner loops. The only benchmarks where RipTide underperforms SNAFU are dconv, sconv, and fft. The difference in performance comes down to implementation: we tailor applications to each architecture to minimize energy, not maximize performance. On SNAFU, we re-order loops to maximize vector length, minimizing scalar work but adding some memory accesses; on RipTide, we can avoid these memory accesses by accumulating intermediate results in the fabric.

**RipTide is tiny and has extremely low power consumption.** The complete RipTide system (CGRA, memory, and scalar core) is ≈ 0.5mm². Fig. 12 breaks down system area among its components. RipTide operates between 320μW and 910μW, with negligible leakage (< 3%) due to RipTide’s high-threshold-voltage process. Overall, the complete system, including memory, achieves 180 MOPS/mW running a hand-tuned C implementation of dmm that unrolls twice along the output column dimension. Without tuning, RipTide achieves 141 MOPS/mW on dmm.
B. RipTide v. prior low-power CGRAs

Table III compares RipTide against several recent CGRAs. We compare designs across their general-purpose programmability, architectural parameters, and reported performance, power, and efficiency. RipTide supports a broader range of programs and is more energy-efficient than prior CGRAs.

Making a fair comparison. Table III gives absolute numbers for different designs and does not re-scale them to normalize the node. These numbers are our best effort at accurately characterizing prior designs v. RipTide. Few prior CGRAs admit meaningful comparison, however, because prior work reports performance, power, and efficiency inconsistently.

Concrete numbers for energy efficiency are hard to come by. Many prior CGRAs focus on performance [74, 93] or mapping [44, 50, 99] and report metrics (e.g., initiation interval) that are not the focus of RipTide. Others report relative results [59, 89] or use high-level models [59, 98] that make quantitative comparison difficult.

Differences in measurement methodology also make it challenging to compare reported results. Prior CGRAs often report total operation count, including, e.g., loads, stores, and loop control, or are unclear about which operations are counted [21, 46, 68]. These numbers, though often reported as MOPS [21, 46], are closer to MIPS as defined for traditional CPUs. Table III counts only essential arithmetic operations,\(^1\) and we have verified with the authors of other designs in Table III that they count MOPS the same way. Finally, many prior CGRAs report power for the fabric only, excluding, e.g., the core and memory [7, 47, 68]. We report both fabric and full-system power, and focus on the latter. Full-system MOPS/mW is the most important metric for the applications targeted by RipTide.

RipTide is more programmable than prior CGRAs. Table III highlights a number of programming features supported by RipTide that are unsupported by prior CGRAs. In addition to making RipTide easier to program (Table I), these features improve energy efficiency by allowing RipTide to offload a larger fraction of a program onto the efficient CGRA fabric.

RipTide is more energy-efficient than prior CGRAs. RipTide is the most energy-efficient CGRA by a significant margin. Scaled to 22nm, both the HyCube testchip [96] and UE-CGRA [88] achieve roughly 48 full-system MOPS/mW on fft. RipTide achieves 117 full-system MOPS/mW, which is 2.4× better, even including RipTide’s larger memory and despite fft being the only kernel to not fit entirely on RipTide’s fabric. On dmm with loop unrolling, efficiency improves to 180 full-system MOPS/mW.

Using a different measurement methodology changes the absolute results dramatically, highlighting the challenge of making apples-to-apples comparisons between CGRAs. If we count all operations, instead of only essential arithmetic (i.e., MIPS), RipTide achieves 400 MIPS/mW on fft. If we measure only the fabric, RipTide achieves 254 MOPS/mW and 859 MIPS/mW on fft — increasing reported efficiency by 7.3× v. full-system MOPS/mW.


RipTide’s area is similar to prior CGRAs. RipTide is somewhat larger than prior CGRAs (7000 \(\mu\text{m}^2/\text{PE}\) for RipTide, v. 5500 \(\mu\text{m}^2/\text{PE}\) for HyCube [7] and 3900 \(\mu\text{m}^2/\text{PE}\) for UE-CGRA). Differences in NoC design help explain these discrepancies. UE-CGRA has no routers, instead routing values through PEs. HyCube’s NoC accounts for 24% of fabric area, with each PE containing a 4×4 crossbar switch. RipTide’s NoC area includes I/O pads, etc., and is not directly comparable.

![Table III: Comparison of RipTide to other low-power CGRAs. RipTide supports a broader set of programs while improving energy efficiency.](image-url)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Fabric</th>
<th>Linear algebra</th>
<th>fft</th>
<th>fft</th>
<th>fft</th>
<th>dmm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fabric power (mW)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System power (mW)</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance (MOPS)</td>
<td>5380</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>625</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabric efficiency (MOPS/mW)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System efficiency (MOPS/mW)</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Silicon implementation. † Post-P&R simulation. ‡ Post-synthesis simulation. § Hand-tuned C software.

\(^1\)Specifically, \(2n^3\) ops for dmm and \(10n\log_2n + O(n)\) ops for fft.
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accounts for 54% (0.14μm²) of fabric area, but offers more connectivity (more links and 8 × 8 switches) and capability (dynamic flow control and control-flow operators). SNAFU’s 2D-mesh NoC is 0.11μm² and uses the same switch design as RipTide, showing that RipTide’s 2D-torus topology and CFMs add modest overhead (< 0.03μm²).

**RipTide targets a different design point.** As currently evaluated, RipTide is much slower than prior CGRAs. We evaluate RipTide at 50 MHz, v. 100s of MHz for prior designs. RipTide has significant slack at 50 MHz and could run much faster. We have not yet pushed frequency further due to RipTide’s bufferless NoC and top-down synthesis flow, which requires additional tooling to estimate worst-case critical path. (A similar problem arises in FPGAs.) Frequency in the 10s of MHz is common in ULP microcontrollers.

Nevertheless, lower frequency means that RipTide’s raw performance is well below prior CGRAs: fft, 62 MOPS for RipTide v. 5,380 MOPS for HyCube and 625 MOPS for UE-CGRA. Factoring out frequency, RipTide achieves 1.24 ops/cycle v. 11 ops/cycle for HyCube and 0.83 ops/cycle for UE-CGRA. RipTide’s lower ops/cycle is partly by design: RipTide trades performance for efficiency by mapping a single operation to each PE, whereas HyCube maps multiple operations per PE to maximize utilization. This tradeoff makes sense for RipTide because it targets applications that are limited by energy, not performance (Sec. II).

Combining RipTide’s low frequency and high energy efficiency yields extremely low power consumption. RipTide draws 2–3 orders-of-magnitude less power than HyCube and UE-CGRA. Only SNAFU and RipTide draw less than 1 mW — and this is the entire system, including the 256KB main memory.

**C. Compiler characterization**

RipTide’s compiler effectively optimizes dataflow graphs, reducing operation count by 27% (or by 52% excluding operations mapped to the NoC) while enforcing memory ordering v. an unoptimized DFG without ordering. The compiler also reduces programmer effort: RipTide compiles from C with no hand-coded assembly, requiring just 8.7 added LoC on average over the original C (mostly for wrappers). Lastly, the compiler is fast — the SAT mapper finds a solution to each benchmark in < 3 min and uses only 4.7% more energy than the ILP mapper.

**RipTide’s compiler reduces operation count.** Reducing operation count is important because operations consume PEs in RipTide’s fabric. Fig. 13 shows operation counts by type with different optimizations applied. The first bar is an unoptimized DFG mapped to RipTide. This DFG requires many PEs to map to hardware and may yield incorrect results because it does not enforce memory ordering. The second bar adds streams, operator fusion, and redundant control-flow elimination, reducing operation count by 33%. The third bar adds unoptimized memory ordering, which increases operation count by 82% to ensure correctness. Mapping this graph to hardware is challenging due to its size. The fourth bar applies RipTide’s ordering optimizations (Sec. V), reducing operation count (v. the third bar) by 18%. The fifth bar adds programmer-inserted annotations on pointers (C’s restrict keyword) to better inform LLVM’s alias analysis, reducing operation count by 16%. The last bar removes control-flow operations that map to RipTide’s NoC, reducing the number of operations on PEs by 35%, demonstrating the benefit of RipTide’s control flow in the NoC. Between RipTide’s compiler optimizations and implementation of control flow in the NoC, RipTide reduces operations mapped to PEs by 52% (first v. last bar) while enforcing memory ordering.

**RipTide reduces programmer effort.** Fig. 14 counts code additions, including lines of code (LoC) in C, assembly, and restrict annotations. RipTide has no hand-written assembly, compiling directly from C, while 32% and 27% of the LoC for the vector and SNAFU baselines are hand-written assembly. On average, vector adds 17 LoC v. scalar, SNAFU adds 21 LoC v. scalar, and RipTide adds just 8.7 lines. Annotations in RipTide represent a small fraction of the overall LoC, just 11.2% and, on average, the programmer adds 4.5 restrict annotations per benchmark.

---

**Figure 13:** Operator counts for ten different benchmarks. Starting with an unoptimized, unordered baseline (Raw), compiler optimizations reduce operator counts while enforcing memory ordering, making it feasible to map benchmarks to hardware.
ILP v. SAT. Fig. 15a shows the end-to-end compilation times for RipTide using its SAT and ILP mappers. Fig. 15b compares the energies of the resulting mappings. SAT is 15.1\times faster than ILP, but uses 4.7% more energy. The consistently narrow energy gap between SAT and ILP suggests that good solutions are dense in RipTide; i.e., any valid mapping found by SAT is close to the optimal energy from ILP. RipTide does not time-multiplex PEs, so mapping affects energy largely through routing distance. But the loss in routing distance is constrained by routability (i.e., any valid mapping will tend to place dependent operations close to one another), and the energy impact of routing distance in RipTide is reduced by its bufferless NoC. These observations help to explain why SAT performs well in RipTide.

D. Control flow in the NoC & area

Fig. 16 quantifies the benefits of implementing control flow in the NoC. From left to right, the plot shows energy on:

- RipTide: Control flow implemented in the NoC (CFiN).
- No CFiN: Control flow mapped to PEs on a 6\times6 fabric.
- All PEs: Control flow mapped to PEs, and fabric size increased as necessary to fit each benchmark.
- Fused: One control-flow operator fused into each PE, and fabric sized increased as necessary to fit each benchmark.

We synthesize the first two configurations to estimate energy, while for the latter two configurations we extrapolate energy using area and power estimates for control-flow modules and PEs derived from the synthesized configurations.

RipTide uses the least energy: 45% less than No CFiN, 40% less than All PEs, and 27% less than Fused. RipTide’s energy benefit stems from CFiN avoiding the overhead of a full PE. Other configurations also have unique problems. No-CFiN is possible only for dmv and smv, which are small enough to map to the same RipTide fabric; other workloads have too many control-flow operators to map. The All PEs and Fused configurations add many control-flow PEs, wasting energy and area: RipTide is 22% and 17% smaller than All PEs and Fused, respectively.

E. End-to-end case study: RipTide makes saving energy easy

To evaluate the experience of developing for RipTide we deployed a full application — DNN inference — to the fabric. This experiment also allowed us to demonstrate the efficiency and performance of RipTide v. commercial, off-the-shelf ULP microcontrollers.

The DNN we chose is a derivative of LeNet [49] and has four layers: two convolution layers separated into three sublayers followed by two fully connected layers. Every layer is offloaded to RipTide’s fabric, including convolution, fully connected, activation, pooling, and normalization layers. It was a straightforward process once we had working scalar code — the compiler worked out of the box.

Fig. 17 shows the energy and performance of RipTide running inference v. two COTS MCUs — TI MSP430FR5994 [40]
and Arm Cortex-M3 [1] — as well as our scalar design. For the MSP430 and Cortex-M3, we run the network on real hardware and use a digital multimeter to measure current draw, which matches datasheets. Fig. 17a shows the massive energy savings of RipTide. RipTide achieves 64MOPS/mW, which is 1900× more than the MSP430 (0.03 MOPS/mW), 490× more than the Cortex-M3 (0.13 MOPS/mW), and 6.6× more than our scalar design (9.5 MOPS/mW). Even accounting for technology scaling, RipTide still saves roughly 321× v. MSP430 and 83× energy v. Cortex-M3. The reason for such poor efficiency in the MCUs v. RipTide (and even our scalar design) seems to be their non-volatile main memory. Fig. 17b shows that RipTide is also significantly faster: by 146× v. MSP430, 13× v. Cortex-M3, and 7.7× v. our scalar design.

IX. CONCLUSION: IMPLICATIONS FOR GENERAL-PURPOSE ARCHITECTURE AND DARK SILICON

Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 compare the energy and performance for a given application on RipTide v. an equivalent ASIC. RipTide does not compromise much on energy or performance — coming within 46% and 3%, respectively — but it is not a free lunch. There is a high area cost for RipTide’s programmability: RipTide is 57× larger than the ASIC.3 The question is, is RipTide’s programmability worth the extra area? RipTide area is inflated partly because of low utilization on PEs that perform outer loops. RipTide only supports one operation per PE, so entire PEs are consumed even if an operation fires rarely. A future design could revisit this constraint to allow limited time-multiplexing, either at a fine [98] or coarse [59] granularity.

Regardless, the area difference shows potentially large cost savings from ASICs, so long as a computation is performed frequently enough to overcome ASICs’ upfront design and verification costs. Standardized, pervasive tasks like JPEG compression and wireless communication protocols are good candidates for ASICs. But if the computation is prone to change or used infrequently, then this cost advantage rapidly disappears.

Some have proposed that, with increasing transistor budgets and stagnating power budgets, processors should embrace extreme heterogeneity and assemble a large number of distinct ASICs [87, 91]. The “garden of ASICs” approach lets architects do something with extra transistors, but it significantly increases system design and verification cost. Moreover, it creates herculean challenges in system integration, as there is no standard programming interface for ASICs, obsolescence is monotonous and likely inevitable, and programs must be somehow partitioned between ASICs and cores with accompanying data-coordination issues.

RipTide suggests an alternative approach. Rather than spend area on ASICs that will idle most of the time, instead build an energy-minimal, programmable dataflow fabric. The two designs take similar area with a few dozen ASICs. And the dataflow fabric is cheaper to design, more broadly applicable, and easier to use — programs can be simply compiled for a different target. Finally, as a general-purpose design, programmable dataflow fabrics can create a self-sustaining ecosystem that aggregates optimizations and achieves sufficient scale to justify cutting-edge silicon. All told, while dataflow fabrics like RipTide are not a replacement for ASICs, they will play an important role in improving the efficiency of general-purpose processing as designs are increasingly constrained by energy instead of area, and they will reduce the demand for specialized hardware to accelerate the majority of applications.
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APPENDIX

Table IV: Inputs & variables of ILP & SAT formulations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>Set of DFG vertices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Set of DFG edges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>Set of hardware nodes (PEs &amp; CF-modules)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Set of CF-modules $F \subseteq N$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>Set of hardware routers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>Set of hardware links</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{el}(E,L)$ = 1 if $e$ can map to $l$</td>
<td>Edge-link compatibility matrix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{el}(V,N)$ = 1 if $v$ can map to $n$</td>
<td>Vertex-node compatibility matrix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_{el}(L,N)$ = 1 if $l$ originates from $n$</td>
<td>Link-to-node matrix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_{el}(N,L)$ = 1 if $l$ comes from $n$</td>
<td>Node-to-link matrix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_{el}(L,R)$ = 1 if $l$ originates from $r$</td>
<td>Router-to-link matrix</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table V lists the inputs and variables of the SAT and ILP formulations for mapping. The goal of the ILP is to solve for $M_{vn}$ and $M_{el}$, which map a DFG’s vertices to hardware PEs and CF-modules (hardware nodes) and a DFG’s edges to hardware links, respectively. Matrices $C_{vn}$ and $C_{el}$ capture the compatibility of a DFG’s vertex-to-hardware node (i.e., a memory PE) and a DFG’s edge-to-hardware link (to make sure ports match), respectively. The remaining matrices $H_{el}$, $H_{vn}$, $H_{el}$, $H_{el}$, describe the topology of the CGRA fabric by specifying the connectedness of links to hardware nodes and routers.

Table V: ILP formulation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constraint</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\forall e \in E, l \in L, M_{el}(e,l) \leq C_{el}(e,l)$</td>
<td>Edges are mapped to compatible links</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\forall v, n \in N, M_{vn}(v,n) \leq C_{vn}(v,n)$</td>
<td>Vertices are mapped to compatible nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\forall v \in V, \forall e \in E, \sum_{n \in N} M_{vn}(v,n) = 1$</td>
<td>Every vertex must be mapped to a node</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\forall v \in V, \forall n \in N \setminus V, \sum_{e \in E} M_{en}(v,e) \leq C_{el}(v,n)</td>
<td>No node can be used by more than one vertex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\forall e \in E, r \in R, \forall l \in L, M_{el}(e,l) = \sum_{l \neq l'} M_{el}(e,l')$</td>
<td>Flow into a router must equal the flow out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\forall v, n \in N \in E \in E, \forall e, \sum_{l \in L} M_{el}(v,l) = H_{el}(v,n)$</td>
<td>If a vertex is mapped to a non-CF node, then the output edges are mapped to outgoing links</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\forall v, n \in N \in E \in E, \forall e, \sum_{l \in L} M_{el}(v,l) = H_{el}(v,n)$</td>
<td>If a vertex is mapped to a non-CF node, then the input edges are mapped to incoming links</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\forall v, n \in N \in E \in E, \forall e, \sum_{l \in L} M_{el}(v,l) = H_{el}(v,n)$</td>
<td>Edges that do not share the same source are not mapped to the same links</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\forall v, n \in N \in E \in E, \forall e, \sum_{l \in L} M_{el}(v,l) = H_{el}(v,n)$</td>
<td>Unused CF-modules can pass through edges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\forall v, n \in N \in E \in E, \forall e, \sum_{l \in L} M_{el}(v,l) = H_{el}(v,n)$</td>
<td>If an edge is mapped to a CF node, then the output edges are mapped to outgoing links</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\forall v, n \in N \in E \in E, \forall e, \sum_{l \in L} M_{el}(v,l) = H_{el}(v,n)$</td>
<td>If a vertex is mapped to a CF node, then the input edges are mapped to incoming links</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\forall v, n \in N \in E \in E, \forall e, \sum_{l \in L} M_{el}(v,l) = H_{el}(v,n)$</td>
<td>Unused CF-modules can pass through edges</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table V describes the (binary) ILP formulation. The formulation minimizes average routing distance given the constraints in the table.

Table VI: SAT formulation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clause</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\forall e \in E, l \in L, C_{el}(e,l) = 0 \Rightarrow M_{el}(e,l)$</td>
<td>Edges are mapped to compatible links</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\forall v \in V, \forall n \in N \setminus V, M_{vn}(v,n) = 0 = M_{vn}(v,n)</td>
<td>Vertices are mapped to compatible nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\forall e \in E, \forall v \in V \setminus N, M_{vn}(v,n) = 0 = M_{vn}(v,n) $</td>
<td>Every vertex must be mapped to a node</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\forall v \in V, \forall n \in N \setminus V, \forall e \in E, \forall e' \in E, M_{el}(e,e') = 1 \Rightarrow M_{el}(e,e')</td>
<td>No node can be used by more than one vertex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\forall v \in V, \forall n \in N \setminus V, \forall e \in E, \forall e' \in E, M_{el}(e,e') = 1 \Rightarrow M_{el}(e,e')</td>
<td>An edge can only be mapped to a single outgoing link of a router</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\forall e \in E, \forall n \in N \setminus V, \forall v \in V \setminus N, M_{vn}(v,n)</td>
<td>Edges that do not share the same source are not mapped to the same links</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\forall e \in E, \forall n \in N \setminus V, \forall v \in V \setminus N, M_{vn}(v,n)</td>
<td>Unused CF-modules can pass through edges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\forall e \in E, \forall n \in N \setminus V, \forall v \in V \setminus N, M_{vn}(v,n)</td>
<td>An edge mapped to an input link of a CF-module cannot be mapped to an input of the CF-module</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table VI describes the SAT formulation. Since there is no objective, the formulation may yield longer routes, duplicate routes or routes with cycles. We post-process the routes to find the shortest between two nodes.